CAREERS

TOUGH TALK
KEY POINTS

NEED T O T AL K T O AN EMPL OYEE ABOUT A SENSIT IVE ET HICAL ISSUE? HERE’S HOW.
If an et hics br each occur s,
don’t pr ocr ast inat e.
Pr ompt ly addr ess t he
mat t er wit h sensit ivit y,
t act , and discr et ion.
F r ame t he conver sat ion by consider ing your
t one, wor ds, st ance, and
expect at ions.
Some cases r equir e only
cor r ect ion or educat ion,
but ot her cases r equir e
mor e sever e discipline or
even t er minat ion. Adapting appr opr iat ely is key.
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If you are planning a conversation with someone at work regarding a sensitive ethical issue,
there are ways to discuss the topic and get a
positive outcome. The last thing an employee
or co-worker wants is to feel unfairly targeted,
chastised, or alienated. And the worst thing
you can do is avoid the discussion altogether.
“The secret is to confront behavior swiftly,
directly, and without equivocation,” says
Suzanne Bates, CEO of Bates Communications in Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts. “It’s
important to make sure people understand
that they not only put themselves and their
entire careers on the line but that they are
also jeopardizing the future of the company
and their colleagues and friends.”

Can even the most difÀcult conversations
have a good result and produce the desired
effect if handled the right way? Fortunately,
the experts consulted for this article have practical advice for investment professionals who
need to Ànd effective solutions for addressing
ethical matters with employees.

CULTURE STARTS THE CONVERSATION
To begin with, ethics should be a core part of
a Àrm’s corporate culture and general business
practice, according to Amir M. Kahana, managing partner of the law Àrm of Kahana & Feld in
Santa Ana, California. “I would strongly advise
the need for a strong ethics focus for a workplace that goes beyond compliance,” he says.
“The key to creating an ethical culture is
to talk about it often, beginning the day people
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are hired,” says Bates. “I recommend that the Àrst meeting
with a new employee include a conversation about the Àrm’s
values. If you live the values and hire people who adhere to
values, then those who are inclined to cheat on the margins
stand out and either self-select out of the Àrm or make themselves obvious.”
In addition to the explicit ethical rules of the road that a
company lays out for employees, there are often other small
and nearly imperceptible messages that employees must sometimes grapple with. “People pick up signals in an organization about what is acceptable behavior,” says Bates. “There
is a saying that your culture is deÀned by the worst behavior you will tolerate.”

ONE OF T HE KEY T HINGS IS
MANAGING DEF ENSIVENESS.
IF SOMEONE F EEL S UNDER T HREAT ,
AT T ACKED, OR J UDGED, T HEY’L L
ENT ER INT O F IGHT - OR- F L IGHT
MODE AND YOU’L L EXPERIENCE
GREAT L Y DIMINISHED RESUL T S.

FRAMING THE DISCUSSION
Setting the tone and deÀning expectations are important initial steps for addressing uncomfortable ethical questions. The
end goal for a tough discussion is to produce ethical behavior. The trick, of course, is how to get there.
But the Àrst obstacle to overcome is resolving to have a
discussion. If you Ànd yourself choosing to ignore your inner
voice and procrastinating to avoid having what you anticipate
will be a tough conversation, you’re not alone.
“By avoiding conversations, we are keeping ourselves
safe,” says Jason Jay, a senior lecturer at the MIT Sloan School
of Management and co-author of the book Breaking through
Gridlock: The Power of Conversation in a Polarized World.
Changing your mindset about the conversation can help.
“Visualize a good outcome to a discussion, and ask what would
that look like,” says Jay. How you approach the person and
the topic has everything to do with what you say, the words
you use, your tone, your stance, and your general demeanor.
“One of the key things is managing defensiveness,” says Jay.
“If someone feels under threat, attacked, or judged, they’ll
enter into Àght-or-Áight mode and you’ll experience greatly
diminished results.”
Jay recommends not entering into a conversation with a
heat-of-the-moment mindset. “Take a pause, reÁect on assumptions and judgments you may be bringing, and consider how
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these emotions will bleed through.” Adjust your way of thinking, and then determine how best to approach the situation.
To prevent the other person from shutting down emotionally, Jay suggests beginning a difÀcult conversation by
expressing curiosity and attempting to understand both the
person and the situation. For example, he says, “Let’s inquire
together [about] what happened and why it happened and
what we can do together to change this.”
People often Ànd themselves caught in a set of conÁicting
demands—for example, to sell or perform a certain way. “We
often know that we want to act with integrity, but we may be
pressured by our company to act in another way,” says Jay.
Allow people to unveil any ambivalent feelings and to
confront the pressures they are experiencing through your
balanced show of understanding and compassion. “Create an
environment where people will foster learning and improvement and want do the right thing,” says Jay. “Be clear as to
what outcome you are looking for, as often this can be unclear.”
If an employee indicates that a directive was very different from the standards you are enforcing, the inconsistency
should be a red Áag that needs further investigation.

HARD CHOICES
Some ethical violations may be embarrassing and need to
be addressed, but they don’t necessarily create liability situations. “If something innocuous was done, it may not be a
legal issue,” says Kahana. However, she notes that other cases
may have potential implications for criminal or legal liability.
If an ethical breach has occurred but there’s no potential
liability, Kahana continues, “the last thing you want to do is
embarrass that employee.”
Either way, he cautions employers not to overreact and
recommends that the appropriate superior talk directly to the
employee while being very sensitive to the person and the
situation. “If you bring in a lawyer to talk to them, that can
often freak out that employee,” he says.
An accidental breach, although wrongful, can often be
accepted but should be quickly rectiÀed so that it does not
happen again in the future. Much more serious types of
breaches (such as outright theft of assets) shouldn’t be tolerated to any degree.
Continuous breaches by the same employee make for a
different situation.
“If an employee is someone you cannot correct the behavior of, it’s often better off letting them go,” Kahana says. He
counsels that in cases of an employee’s dismissal, employers should deftly handle the situation. “Do not announce an
employee has been terminated. That, in itself, is a liability,
and an employee may then elect to shake down the Àrm.”
It’s better to have a generic talk with other employees
to discuss ethical breaches without naming the person who
was dismissed, according to Kahana. “Be ethical yourself but
also be private and discreet,” he says. “How you treat employees and how you let them go is important. Don’t beat up an
employee on the way out, which can invite a lawsuit.”
L or i Pizzani is an independent business and f inancial ser vices jour nalist
based in Br ewst er, New Yor k.
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